11B Storytelling Basics

			Class Outline
-Welcome
-Name and Explain Class
-How to Pick a Story
	-What will the story teach?
		-Does it follow your theme?
		-Is there a point?
	-Will you need props?
		-Will the props fit your budget?
		-Can you make them?
		-Is there Scout involvement?
	-What is the length?
		-Will it fit into your Den/Pack Meeting time allotted?
		-Average Scout attention span without props = 5 minutes
		-Average Scout attention span with props = 10 minutes
	-Is there Scout involvement?
		-How many Scouts do you need?
		-Should you designate them ahead of time?
		-Do they need to practice?
-How to Tell a Story
	-Use your voice
		-Have a tone of voice that matches the tone of the story.
		-Use different volumes for parts of the story as needed.
		-Use different voices for different characters if needed.
	-Use your audience
		-Have the audience do motions on make noises along 			with the story.
		-Ask questions like "What do you think comes next" or 			"What would you do?".
	-Use Props
		-Hold up words, phrases, or pictures that match and aid 			the story.
		-Wear costumes or even different hats for each 				character.
	-Use Body Language
		-Make eye contact.
		-Don't pace.
		-Stay focus on the story!
		-Use your hands when making a point.
-Behavior and Distractions During the Story
	-Behavior
		-Designate an adult or two that are to be responsible for 			handling disruptive boys.
			-1) Give a warning.
			-2) Separate from "team disrupter".
			-3) Sit next to own parent or den leader.
		-If you do have to stop and handle behavior or a 				distraction, back up in the story a bit to bring the 				Scouts back to where you left off.
	-Distraction
		-If you ignore incoming or outgoing traffic, so will the 			Scouts.
		-Make it a tradition to ask adults to turn off or silence cell 			phones.


The Five Best Practices of Storytelling
1) Scouts love when you make a fool of yourself!
2) Set the bar with your own enthusiasm.
3) Take the audience as seriously
as you want them to take you.
4) Speak as if you're speaking to the person
in the back of the room.
5) Doing your best is not just for the kids!

Types of Storytelling
Pass it On-Start the story ending in the middle of the first sentence. Have a Scout take over and continue in that form.
Song Stories- Many stories come in the form of songs or sing-a-longs. Many also come with hand movements or clapping.
Simple Story-The storyteller standing in front of an audience telling the story with a purpose.
Fragmented Story- A story split between a number of people.
Acting-Telling a story with different people taking different roles.

